opening equal to twice the total discharge area of pressure relief device enclosed.
(b) [Reserved]
§ 179.500–11 Loading and unloading valves.
(a) Loading and unloading valve or valves shall be mounted on the cover or threaded into the marked end of tank. These valves shall be of approved type, made of metal not subject to rapid deterioration by lading or in service, and shall withstand without leakage a pressure equal to the marked test pressure of tank. Provision shall be made for closing service outlet of valves.
(b) [Reserved]
§ 179.500–12 Pressure relief devices.
(a) Tank shall be equipped with one or more pressure relief devices of approved type and discharge area, mounted on the cover or threaded into the non-marked end of the tank. If fittings are mounted on a cover, they shall be of the flanged type, made of metal not subject to rapid deterioration by lading or in service. Total flow capacity shall be such that, with tank filled with air at pressure equal to 70 percent of the marked test pressure of tank, flow capacity will be sufficient to reduce air pressure to 30 percent of the marked test pressure within 3 minutes after pressure relief device opens.
(b) Pressure relief devices shall open at a pressure not exceeding the marked test pressure of tank and not less than 5/10 of marked test pressure. (For tolerance for pressure relief valves, see § 179.500–16(a).)
(c) Cars used for the transportation of flammable gases shall have the safety devices equipped with an approved ignition device.
§ 179.500–13 Fixtures.
(a) Attachments, other than those mounted on tank covers or serving as threaded closures for the ends of the tank, are prohibited.
(b) [Reserved]
§ 179.500–14 Test of tanks.
(a) After heat-treatment, tanks shall be subjected to hydrostatic tests in a water jacket, or by other accurate method, operated so as to obtain reliable data. No tank shall have been subjected previously to internal pressure greater than 90 percent of the marked test pressure. Each tank shall be tested to a pressure at least equal to the marked test pressure of the tank. Pressure shall be maintained for 30 seconds, and sufficiently longer to insure complete expansion of tank. Pressure gauge shall permit reading to accuracy of one percent. Expansion gauge shall permit reading of total expansion to accuracy of one percent. Expansion shall be recorded in cubic cm.
(b) No leaks shall appear and permanent volumetric expansion shall not exceed 10 percent of the total volumetric expansion at test pressure.
§ 179.500–15 Handling of tanks failing in tests.
(a) Tanks rejected for failure in any of the tests prescribed may be reheat-treated, and will be acceptable if subsequent to reheat-treatment they are subjected to and pass all of the tests.
(b) [Reserved]
§ 179.500–16 Tests of pressure relief devices.
(a) Pressure relief valves shall be tested by air or gas before being put into service. Valve shall open at pressure not exceeding the marked test pressure of tank and shall be vapor-tight at 80 percent of the marked test pressure. These limiting pressures shall not be affected by any auxiliary closure or other combination.
(b) For pressure relief devices that incorporate a rupture disc, samples of the discs used shall burst at a pressure not exceeding the marked test pressure of tank and not less than 7/10 of marked test pressure.
§ 179.500–17 Marking.
(a) Each tank shall be plainly and permanently marked, thus certifying that tank complies with all requirements of this specification. These